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The summer of 1940 saw Nazi Germany in control of most of Europe. Poland had fallen the year before, 
France and Belgium had been overrun in a matter of weeks. Next on Hitler's list was England. Operation 
"Sea Lion" was to be the amphibious landing and invasion of England, first however air superiority had to 
be won. Britain's fighter force must be destroyed! 

The first phase beginning July 10th was to be attacking shipping in the English Channel and Channel ports. 
This phase lasted for 1 month. For the second phase the Luftwaffe switched to attacking RAF airfields and 
radar stations on the south coast of England. This phase called Alderangriff or "Eagle Attack " was the most threatening as the German 
air force had a huge numerical advantage over the RAF's 11 group defending Southeast England with Spitfires and Hurricanes.  The 
stakes were extremely high. Relentless attacks against RAF airfields such as Biggin Hill came close to crippling the British fighter force. 
Air Marshall Keith Park insisted in using his squadrons in a defensive role. Aircraft could be replaced,  pilots however by this time were in 
short supply. If one was shot down over the channel or over France they were lost for good. If shot down over home territory pilots 
could be saved and  returned to combat. The RAF's policy of strictly controlling their response enabled the RAF to survive the onslaught. 
Sometimes the  Germans would send over large groups of fighters on a sweep. Fighter command would respond by remaining on the 
ground saving their meager strength for when the bombers would come. Squadrons from the North and West  were held in reserve. 
When Squadrons in the South had been in the battle and suffered heavy casualties they would switch places with a rested up squadron 
from a more peaceful sector. This conservative approach to the threat allowed the RAF to "go the distance " against a superior force. 

Just as the RAF was nearing the end of it's strength the Germans mistakenly bombed a small part of London. Churchill responded by 
ordering 80 RAF bombers to attack Berlin. Hitler in outrage ordered the German bombers to switch from raids on RAF bases to full-scale 
assault on London commencing phase three of the battle. As terrible as this seemed it gave the exhausted British fighter force a chance 
to repair and rebuild while continuing the fight against the Luftwaffe. 

Around 2,353 fighter pilots served in the RAF or Royal Navy during the Battle of Britain. Of these, 574 were from overseas.                   
Approximately 100 Canadians served as pilots.  14 were from British Columbia. They are as follows: 

Victoria B.C.: P/O Corbett 66 Sqn (Killed in action October 8, 1940); P/O Howley 141 Sqn (Killed in 
action July 19, 1940); P/O Mann 238 Sqn. (Survived); Vancouver B.C.: F/O Hanbury 1 Sqn RCAF 
(Killed in a flying accident 1942); P/O Latta 242 Sqn (Killed in action      January 19, 1940); F/O Lewis 
1 Sqn RCAF (Killed in action February 12, 1941);  P/O Wallace 3 Sqn (Died October 24, 1941); Oak 
Bay: F/O Walker 611/41 Sqn (Killed in action November 16, 1940);  Kamloops:  F/L Barton 249 Sqn 
(Survived); Rossland: P/O Beley 151 Sqn (Killed in action September 7, 1940);  Vernon: F/Lt Denison 
236 Sqn (Survived); P/O Cochrane 257 Sqn (Killed in action March 31, 1943); Summerland: F/O 
Smith 141 Sqn (Killed in action); Penticton: F/O MacMillar 1 Sqn RCAF (Survived) 

Many Canadian pilots served in the RAF's 242 Sqn under the famous and controversial Douglas Ba-
der. Douglas's first meeting with his Canadian pilots was a bit of a challenge. At the height of the battle Bader went to meet his new  
mates, he walked into the ready room to find his Canadian pilots lounging around relaxing, most with their backs to him. Douglas read 
the riot act i.e. military discipline etc., when he was done someone quietly said "horseshit". Douglas knew he had his hands full! 

 The other squadron in which many Canadians flew in the Battle of Britain was 1 sq. RCAF. 
This was the first Canadian Sqn to serve overseas, it later became 401 squadron.  401 Sqn 
was recently re-activated at CFB Cold Lake operating CF-18's. One Hornet was painted in a 
commemorative  WWII Battle of Britain style camouflage for the airshow season.  

In the Houses of Parliament in London on August 20th 1940 during the height of 
"Alderangriff" Winston Churchill made his famous speech which included this well known 
statement:  

  " Never before in the field of human conflict was so much owed to by so many to so few 
"  This statement is emblazoned on the tail of this Cf-18 from 401 squadron. British Prime 

Minister Winston Churchill on 20 August 1940.  (Jack Funk) 

Remembering The Battle of Britain 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Winston_Churchill
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It has been a summer of mixed fortunes for the Museum!  On the plus side, we had a very successful Open House in 

July. Our partners, The District of North Saanich, were very happy with the day.  The Mayor and council were present 

and were able to show off their cake-cutting skills – we handed out about 550 portions of cake! We also had a very 

successful Battle of Britain Day in September; the re-enactors did a terrific job, helped very well by the 677 Squadron 

cadets, who played the roles of pilots – a rather sober reminder of how young the actual pilots were. 

We were less successful over the summer season with our first venture into cruise ship tours. There are a few issues 

to iron out before next summer, but we will try again then and hope for a better result. Unfortunately, we also had to 

cancel the summer barbeque because we could not persuade anyone to act as co-ordinator for the event. 

We had our proposal for restoration work on the Trigull approved by Viking and work is now well under way.  It looks 

very good and will be an excellent companion to the Seabee when we roll it out in 2016. The roof repair on the south 

roof is finally under way and the worst area of leakage has been dealt with.  This will enable us to carry out the   

needed repairs to the wall in the artefact room. 

As always, we are on the lookout for new volunteers.  If you know anyone who might be interested in volunteering, 

please talk up the museum to them and encourage them to come along – we all know that it is a lot of fun and very 

rewarding – well, most of the time! (John Lewis) 

A Big Welcome to BCAM’s Newest Members! 

Sidney: Thompson Family; William & Carol Floyd; Tom Ball; Philip & Lesley Adds; Lesley Ames; Diane 

Taylor; James (Ted) England; Ken Morris;  Maureen Turpel; Geoff Hallett & Family; Sooke: Jason & Jenal 

Coakley & Family; North Saanich:  Mike Graham & Family; Jan Nelson & Rick F.J. Quinn; 

Shawn Bourgoin;  Saanichton: Kasey & Louis Bernz; Victoria:  James Canova; Roger    

Proia; Roderick A. Burkhart; Ben Fast; Ben & Maura Biffard; Glenn Golonka & Family; 

Guang Bi & Jiali Leng & Family; Marcel Tessier & Family; Kai Hansen; Brian & Bonnie 

O’Reilly; Eleanor Bell; Ralph Quick;  Anthony Maguire & Family; Jonathan Treen & Family; 

Hames Marshall; John & Caryl Peedles; Rowan Plaxton & Jodie Sigurdson; Mimoza      

Ramadani & Shawn Aiken; Mike & Susanne Zastre & Family; Edward Cottrill & Stephanie 

Keane; Alex Duffield; Brandon Hay; Jon, Brandon, Siska & Melissa Flagg; James Leach; 

Sherwood Park, Alberta: Marc Bink & Family;  Brentwood Bay: Philip Graham; Maple 

Ridge: Cheryl Nelson 

Well, I know you all think I’ve lost the plot, but by the time I put out the 

next Norseman News it will be 2016! So, I would like to say a HUGE thank 

you to everyone for all the help you have given me throughout the year 

with my   various projects! And an EVEN BIGGER THANK YOU! to all the 

many, many volunteers who give their time and energy so generously in 

keeping our museum going forward!  The number of visitors who have 

passed through our doors this year and have commented so                     

enthusiastically about our “wonderful gem of a museum” really makes all 

this worthwhile! Don’t’ you think!? So I wish everyone a quiet Fall,  a 

peaceful Christmas and Happy and Healthy 2016! (Virginia Browne) 

Merry Ho Ho Ho & Happy New Year! 
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Hangar Tales… 

 Projects, News and More! 

What a Summer! 

Summer at the BCAM flew by with record numbers of visitors and some big events which helped to raise money for the Museum!  

Open House: An absolutely flawless day  - thanks to all the many volunteers who gave their all and of course the endlessly superb 

summer weather was perfect! The fun started sharp at 10 a.m. and the crowds came in full force!  The line up of aircraft outside—

plus vintage cars, and the Victoria Flying Club scenic flights were all a huge success!  This year the BBQ had the volunteers working 

flat out for the entire day—sold out of everything—and satisfied hundreds of hungry guests!  Celebrating North Saanich’s 50th  

Anniversary was a success and the cakes which were brought in to celebrate went down a treat ! In total the takings for the day 

were approximately $7,000—and all this thanks to our amazing volunteers which guaranteed the day to be such a roaring success! 

The B-17: Although we weren’t hosting the arrival of the B-17 from the    

Commemorative Air Force in Arizona, we had a lot of misplaced visitors arrive 

on our doorstep looking for it! Housed at the Victoria Flying Club for a week 

in August, it had been at the Abbotsford Air Show before coming to show it’s 

stuff on the Island. “Sentimental Journey” was a joy to watch as it took to the 

skies over Sidney and Victoria showing some very happy passengers what a 

veteran plane could do! Tom Burdge, (a Mosquito fighter pilot with the RAF) 

and a  BCAM member was invited along for a ride—much to his delight—

although was heard to 

have said “that the 

bomber didn’t hold a 

touch to his beloved 

Mosquito”! 

The Snowbirds: And to top off all the excitement we had a visit from the 

Snowbird pilots, both past and present on August 11!  What a day that was! 

Thanks to “Badger” Burger-North and Dan Dempsey, the current Snowbird 

pilots accepted an invitation  to come to the museum and meet the public, 

plus meet some of the original Snowbird pilots.  The crowds which turned up 

on the day were astonishing!  Scores of  expectant faces waited patiently for 

the pilots in red to appear—and the  faces of the children were the ones 

which will forever remain in this writer’s memory!  To see these children waiting and watching and then the awe which overcame 

them as they looked up and watched their hero’s walk by—absolutely priceless!  

The pilots all thought the 

museum was “amazing” 

and loved being here—

especially when they had 

a chance to meet up with 

Bob Dyck and his newly 

refurbished  Canso! Looks 

like we made their day as 

much as they made ours!  

(Virginia Browne) 

Tom Burdge (left) and Atholl Sutherland 

Brown (RCAF veteran fighter pilot) 

An enthralled fan getting autographs! 

Bob Dyck, The Canso and The Snowbird pilots! 
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Scratch's Wild Ride(s) 

Wednesday, 6 December 1944 was supposed to be another one of those routine days at RCAF Station Boundary Bay, BC.  

Located 10 miles south of Vancouver, BC, the airfield was home to No. 5 OTU Training Command.  With World War II 

reaching its climax, the base was gearing up to send crews to the Pacific to conduct strikes against Japanese shipping.  In 

its training role Boundary Bay operated twin engine B-25 Mitchell bombers and the big four-engine Liberator B-24 heavy 

bombers.  About 7 am that morning Aircraftsman 1st Class Norman Green was in the mess having breakfast when a rumble 

suddenly grew louder and louder.  As Green recalled:  “. . . while it was still dark, I was in the mess hall when it was shak-

en, and dishes fell to the floor as a result of an aeroplane flying low overhead1”. 

At 8 am the usual morning Parade at Boundary Bay was assembling on the tarmac in front of the Control Tower.  Suddenly a B - 25 Mitchell tore 

across the tarmac just 25 feet their heads, blazing along at a speed estimated between 240 - 270 mph.  In a flash 1,200 people hit the deck as 

the bomber whipped over them and climbed sharply in a steep turn to miss the tower by scant feet!  Before this day few people knew the name 

Donald Palmer Scratch, but afterwards millions of Canadians would. 

Scratch, a pharmacy assistant in Edmonton, Alberta, had joined the RCAF in 1940 and was trained as a pilot.  In 1942 he crashed in his Bristol 

Bolingbroke, killing his friend and badly shattering his ankles.  Recovering from these injuries, Scratch flew as co-pilot on Coastal Command B-24 

Liberators operating from Gander, Newfoundland.  After many hours on operations Scratch was promoted to Flying Officer but what he really 

wanted was to become Command Pilot and get into action overseas.  However, the authorities thought that he lacked the physical capacity to 

control the huge bomber given his small physical stature and previous injuries. 

Increasingly frustrated, Scratch toiled in his unglamorous job until one night in the mess on the evening of 16 July 1944 when he was drawn into 

an alcohol-fueled discussion about whether or not a single man could take-off and land the big B-24 by himself.  Later that evening, tottering out 

to the flight-line, Scratch climbed aboard a big Liberator, cranked-up and took off on an unauthorized joyride.  Heading to the nearby base at 

Argentia, he then 'beat-up' the American base with a series of low passes and proceeded to do the same at Gander.  When intercepting fighters 

caught up with the B-24 they were startled to witness the mid-upper gun rotating to point at them with fully loaded and operational guns!  After 

Scratch finally landed he was arrested, court-marshaled, and given a dishonorable discharge 

from the RCAF. 

Returning to Edmonton, Donald Scratch promptly re-enlisted in the RCAF and found himself 

posted to Boundary Bay; once again as a co-pilot, reduced in rank to Sergeant, and relegated 

to training pilots with much less experience.  In the early morning hours of 6 December 1944 

Scratch had been drinking and all of his frustrations came to a head.  Scratch again wandered 

out to the flight-line, started up a B-24 Liberator and tried to find the runway in the dark.  Mistaking a roadway for the taxiway he attempted to 

cross a wooden bridge, collapsed the nose-wheel and broke off two propellers.  Undaunted, he then climbed aboard a twin engine B-25 and this 

time found the runway and tore off into the pre-dawn darkness on another joyride.70 years later Aircraftsman 

Green recalled Scratch making passes over Boundary Bay so low that he felt he could have reached up and 

touched the aircraft:  “I vividly remember seeing a hatless redhead with his sleeves rolled up, and his  

elbow protruding out of the cockpit window, looking very much like someone out for a leisurely      

Sunday drive in the family car”. 

First there was a series of screaming low passes over Boundary Bay that shook walls, rattled windows and had 

the whole base on edge.  One vehicle, seeing approaching headlights and fearing a head-on collision, hit the ditch 

only to discover that it was Scratch, tearing down the road at tree-top height.  Then it was over to Sea Island, Vancouver's airfield to the north, 

where his reckless low-flying disrupted all air-traffic and brought war production at the Boeing Plant to a halt.  Next it was on to Vancouver, with 

more screaming passes over downtown and a circuit around Hotel Vancouver were guests on the upper floor looked down on the bomber in 

complete disbelief!  One report had Scratch lowering his landing gear and rolling his wheels across the roof of the barn at the Capilano Brewing 

company; stampeding the cattle and even wedging a panicked bull in a railing.  Next on the list: Abbotsford and its training field and then on to 

Delta. 

For 5 hours and 15 minutes BCs entire Lower Mainland was terrified by the rogue bomber.  Then Scratch   

began to climb the Mitchell to 2,000 feet, wagging his wings as he flew north of the base.  The fighters closed 

on their quarry.  Low on fuel and boxed-in, the frustrated pilot was now out of options.  A fighter pilot pulled 

alongside and pointed downwards for him to land.  Scratch nodded but then extended his hand; thumb down.  

Over Tilbury Island in the Fraser River, about 4 miles north of Boundary Bay, Scratch rolled the big Mitchell 

over, pulled the stick forward and dove the bomber full-tilt into a deserted field.  Donald Scratch's wild ride, 

and one of the epic Canadian aviation tragedies, abruptly ended in a smoking crater. (Doug Rollins) 
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Spitfire Floatplane 

Having been originally developed from the Supermarine S6B, it is perhaps natural 

that the Spitfire should be developed for use on water. 

The first Spitfire floatplane was a conversion of a Mark I, the so called “Narvik     

Nightmare” R6722 which was produced at the time of the German Invasion of       

Norway where there emerged a requirement for a fighter capable of flying from 

the Fjords in view of the lack of suitable       

airfields in the country. 

In the interests of speed, floats from a Blackburn Roc were fitted, but the trials were 

not successful and as the campaign for which the conversion was required was rapidly 

drawing to a close the project was suspended. 

The idea was revived again with the beginning of the war in the Pacific against Japan 

when it was realised that a floatplane fighter with good performance would be an     

essential asset in the island          

campaigns which seemed likely. 

Folland aircraft undertook the        

conversion of a Spitfire Mk.Vb, 

W3760 with Supermarine designed floats and this aircraft proved an              

immediate success with a top speed of 324 mph.  In this aircraft the               

carburettor air intake was extended to avoid spray, a shorter four blade       

propeller was fitted, cantilever pylons attached the floats to the inboard wing 

sections, a ventral fin replaced the tailwheel and the fin was extended slightly 

forward to increase the vertical tail surface area. 

Folland built several sets of floats and converted another two Mk. V aircraft, 

EP751 and EP754.  These together with W3760 were shipped to Egypt in 1943 and assembled with the intention of covertly     

operating them out of small Greek islands to intercept German transport aircraft. 

A further Spitfire was converted in 1944, a Mk. IX serial MJ892 powered by a Merlin 45. The performance of this aircraft was    

superb, and with a top speed of 377 mph, the fastest floatplane of the entire war. (www.spitfires.flyer.co.uk) 

Mk. IX MJ892 

Mk. V conversion 

The Supermarine Spitfire 
 

 The Spitfire was built in many variants, using several wing configurations, and was produced in greater numbers than any other British aircraft. 
It was also the only British fighter to be in continuous production throughout the war. The Spitfire continues to be a popular aircraft, with    
approximately 53 Spitfires being airworthy, while many more are static exhibits in aviation museums all over the world. 
The Spitfire was designed as a short-range, high-performance interceptor aircraft by R. J. Mitchell, chief designer at Supermarine Aviation Works 
(which operated as a subsidiary of Vickers-Armstrong from 1928). In accordance with its role as an interceptor, Mitchell designed the Spitfire's 
distinctive elliptical wing to have the thinnest possible cross-section; this thin wing enabled the Spitfire to have a higher top speed than several 
contemporary fighters, including the Hawker Hurricane. Mitchell continued to refine the design until his death from cancer in 1937, whereupon 
his colleague Joseph Smith took over as chief designer, overseeing the development of the Spitfire through its multitude of variants. 
During the Battle of Britain (July–October 1940), the Spitfire was perceived by the public to be the RAF fighter, though the more numerous 
Hawker Hurricane shouldered a greater proportion of the burden against the Luftwaffe. However, because of its higher performance, Spitfire 
units had a lower attrition rate and a higher victory-to-loss ratio than those flying Hurricanes. 
After the Battle of Britain, the Spitfire superseded the Hurricane to become the backbone of RAF Fighter Command, and saw action in the    

European, Mediterranean, Pacific and the South-East Asian theatres. Much loved by its pilots, the Spitfire served in 
several roles, including interceptor, photo-reconnaissance, fighter-bomber and trainer, and it continued to serve in 
these roles until the 1950s. The Seafire was a carrier-based adaptation of the Spitfire which served in the Fleet Air 
Arm from 1942 through to the mid-1950s. Although the original airframe was designed to be powered by a         
Rolls-Royce Merlin engine producing 1,030 hp (768 kW), it was strong enough and adaptable enough to use       
increasingly powerful Merlin and, in later marks, Rolls-Royce Griffon engines producing up to 2,340 hp (1,745 kW); 
as a consequence of this the Spitfire's performance and capabilities improved, sometimes dramatically, over the 
course of its life.  (Wikipedia) 
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October-  

December 2015 

 

Start Museum Winter Hours:  October 1 

 

Remembrance Day & Food Bank Day  November 11 

Christmas Dinner     December 12 

Christmas Day Closed    December 25 

Kids Fest      December 28 & 29 

New Year’s Day Closed    January 1, 2016 

Speaker Nights:  October 21;  November 18 

IMPORTANT! 

 Dates For Those  Diaries: 

 

Board Meetings:  

October 15;        

November 12;    

December 3 

 

Volunteer Lunch 

Meetings:   

October 22;        

November 19;    

December 10 

BCAM Peninsula Co-Op Number 

We have obtained a Peninsula Co-Op number for BCAM members 
to use when making purchases at the Co-op Food Centre, Gas 
Centre, Home Heating and participating Save-On Gas purchases. 
The BCAM will get a rebate on all purchases. When you make a 
purchase at  participating Co-Op 
stores or gas stations just tell the  
cashier the Co-Op # 82153  – no card 
is needed, or just say you are from 
the British Columbia Aviation        
Museum and they will have the  
number on file! 

In Memoriam:   

Roy Baker passed away peacefully  surrounded by his 

family and his favourite big band music on August 6, 

2015 after a very short illness.  He was a long time 

volunteer here at the museum and spent  many    

happy hours in the restoration hangar.  

We make a living by what we get; 

we make a life by what we give 

Winston Churchill 

Roy made that life….. 

Retired Members! 

Eileen Smith, Cashier; Karen Powell, Cashier; Ian Waterlow,     

Assistant Librarian; Jeff Phillips, has packed up his bench in the 

Restoration hangar; Ray Scott, Tour Guide Extraordinaire; Doug 

Anderson; Vic Barrett; Donald Beise; Fran Benton; Steve Butler; 

Palmer Dahl; Bud Granley; Eileen Kean; Jim McManon; Peter 

Saunders; Nils Christensen; Vern Turley; Bill Dean; Barbara      

Collins; Irv Buttree; Fred Sproule; Henry Minto; John Thompson; 

Reg Taylor 
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It’s A Man’s World…..Or Is it? 

Eileen Vollick: Born Ontario 1908. Fascinated by aviation from childhood this daring young woman enrolled in a Hamilton,       

Ontario flying school. In March 1928 she passed the federal aviation test and became the first Canadian woman to earn a   

Private Pilots  Certificate. Eileen soon moved to New York, to make her life, but she had opened the doors of aviation to     

Canadian women who would embrace flying careers as licensed pilots. 

Rosella Marie Bjornson: Born Lethbridge, Alberta July 1947. As a child she dreamed of being a pilot. At 17 she took her first lesson and 

completed her Private Pilot’s License in just 2 months! She accumulated flying hours while she did her studies at the    University of 

Calgary and established the first group of Girl Guide Air Rangers in Calgary.  In 1973 she was hired as a First Officer with the Canadian 

airlines, Transair. She was the first woman to be hired as a First Officer in North America on       scheduled jet equipment and the first 

woman to be hired by a commercial air line in Canada. She was also the first woman to be a member of the Canadian Air Line pilots 

Association. During her second pregnancy in 1984 regulations were changed to allow a pilot who is pregnant to fly. In 1990 she became 

the first woman to be promoted to Captain with a major Canadian air carrier. She is a member of the Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame. 

Judy Cameron: the first woman pilot hired by Air Canada. 

 

Maryse Carmichael:   A Captain with the CAF. Maryse had the job of VIP pilot, flying the Prime Minister or the Governor  

General of Canada. In 2000 she became the first female pilot to fly with the Canadian Force’s national aerobatic team, The 

Snowbirds. 

Elizabeth “Betsy Flaherty:   Born 1881. In December 1931, when she was 50, she received her Private Pilot License   making her the oldest female 

pilot in Canada. In 1936, she was the oldest charter member of “The Flying Seven   Canadian Women Pilots”.  November 1936 

the club was Canada’s first all women dawn to dusk flying patrol, they took off at 6:16 a.m. from Vancouver Airport. During 

WWII, the club members were the first aerial woman’s training centre where they trained women in parachute packing, fabric 

work and other aspects of airplane care. Some of the trainees joined Boeing’s Vancouver plant or the RAF women’s division. 

Ellanne Roberge:   “The Polar Bear” arrived by train in Prince Rupert in 1921 and Ellanne was hooked! Whilst the plane waited 

for a special flight from northern Canada back to Mexico, a windstorm damaged the plane whilst it was in Prince Rupert and 

Ellanne played hooky from school to obtain a souvenir of fabric from the wings!  Ellanne took flight training in Montreal and started flying in 1929 

earning her Private Pilot License  #678. In 1936  she was a charter member of the Flying Seven Club, and was part of the dawn to dusk flying    

patrol.  

Marion Alice Orr:  Born  Toronto, Ontario June 1918, died April 1995,  in an automobile accident. Fascinated with planes since she was a child, she 

earned $10/week at her job, ate very little and saved each week to pay for her first flying    lesson in April 1939. In January 1940 she received her 

Private Pilot’s License and by December 1941 she had earned her commercial license. The help of then husband “Deke” Orr, she received her 

instructors rating at Trenton, Ontario RCAF base on September 25, 1942.  In October 1942 she became the first 

Canadian woman to operate a flying club when she was hired as manager and Chief Flying Instructor at the 

St.Catherines Flying Club. During WWII the RCAF did not     consider women as pilots and she ended up in Britain 

flying for the Air Transport Auxiliary of the RAF. After the war she returned to Canada working as a flight        

instructor. In 1950 she became the first woman to own and operate a flying club. In the 1960’s she became the 

first Canadian woman to be a licensed helicopter pilot.  She was awarded the Ninety Nine Inc. Medallion in 1976 

in recognition of her  outstanding achievement in the field of aviation. In 1981 she was named a member of the 

Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame. And in 1986 received the Order of Canada, Marion was still flying at age 76.  

Molly Reilly:  Born 1922. One of the first recruits to join the RCAF in 1941 and worked in the photographic area to get to fly. She 

learned to fly after the war and in 1959 became a full time charter pilot where she was the first woman in Canada to be a      

Captain. She became the first woman corporate pilot in Canada as Chief Pilot for the Canadian Utilities Company. Member of the 

Aviation Hall of Fame. 

Margaret Rutledge:  Born 1914, died 2004. She earned her pilots license in 1933 and her commercial pilot license in 1935. She 

organized the  women pilots as the Vancouver Seven. At first the group was not allowed to participate in air shows, but through their                

determination these     pioneer women were soon showing audiences their skills!  While working as a dispatcher for 

Bridge River and Caribou Airways she was often required to co-pilot flights making her the only woman commercial pilot 

in BC. When WWII broke out the women attempted to join the air force as pilots or instructors but were only offered  

positions as cooks! Instead they used their talents to raise money for training equipment and established their own flying 

school. Member of the Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame. (www.famouscanadianwomen.com) 
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The British Columbia Aviation Museum 

1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5  

Ph. (250) 655 3300      Website: www.bcam.net  

Your Board of Directors: 

President:   John Lewis   (250) 665 6062  johnjarvislewis@gmail.com 

Vice President:  Larry Lepard    (250) 661 0075  restorations@bcam.net 

Secretary:   Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net 

Treasurer:   Brian Hay   (250) 655 3300  accounts@bcam.net  

Directors at Large:  Russ Hudson   (250)  656 5173  hudson.russ@gmail.com 

    Larry Dibnah   (250) 656 6416  larry_dibnah@telus.net 

    Ed Kucey   (250) 655 3300  eddyjoq@gmail.com 

 

Other Very Nearly Important People:    

Aircraft Archives/Librarian:  Doug Rollins   (250) 655 4184  library@bcam.net  

Artifacts:   Barbara Gilbert  (250) 655 3794  artifcats@bcam.net  

Membership Records: Norm Dressler  (250) 656 3771  membership@bcam.net  

Volunteer Co-Coordinator: Jan Lewis   (250) 665 6062  j6877lewis@gmail.com 

Gift Shop:   Virginia Browne  (250) 882 0710  giftshop@bcam.net  

Norseman Newsletter: Virginia Browne   (250) 882 0170            norsemannews@bcam.net  

Norseman Room Rental: Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net   

Ground Maintenance: Robert Young   (250) 656 4679 

 

Please contact Editor at:  norsemannews@bcam.net  with your ideas and comments for our future newsletters!  

And The Cockpit Is…...! 

Consolidated OA-10 Catalina (Canadian Vickers built) 

The Gold Medal goes to: Mike Valenti! (with a little help from 

his brother Tony who showed him the quick way to figure it 

out!) 

Name That Cockpit….. 

So let’s test your knowledge on this one….name that  cockpit!  

First one with the right answer has got those all important 

bragging rights—and Gold medal standing! 

 


